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The law on education of the Republic of Uzbekistan provides for the creation 

of conditions for the conscious selection and thorough assimilation of educational 

and vocational programs, adapted to marriage, in all respects, the upbringing of a 

harmonious generation that feels its responsibility to society, the state and the 

family. The process of radical changes and updates on the implementation of these 

documents in the secondary special, vocational education system of our republic is 

continuing consistently. The training of specialist personnel who meet the 

requirements of the time is important in ensuring the development of the 

motherland and gaining a worthy place from the world community. For this, it is 
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necessary to train highly qualified, highly qualified, highly qualified, business and 

socially active specialists who can compete in the labor market. Growing up in our 

peaceful and peaceful homeland, the generation is our tomorrow's future. We rely 

and rely on the people of this hard-working profession in the first time to fulfill the 

responsible task of raising a new generation, new thinkers in our country. Every 

child admitted to the primary class he sprouted, he white paper. How flat and 

smooth the record will grow into a huge tree in the future, and again on the same 

white paper, depends on this so-called great breed of teacher. 

The Chinese were right when they argued that there would be no student 

without talent, teachers who could not see talent. Therefore, each child has the 

ability to make news, discoveries himself. Only in order to bring their sbu abilities 

to the surface, great strength is required from parents and teachers. Because the 

teacher, working with each child alone, needs to have information about what they 

are interested in, what activities they do more. Depending on what the child is 

interested in, the intended goal is achieved if it is worked with him separately, 

directing him to this. In this place, the role of creativity-oriented subjects, which 

are replaced by the elementary school program, is incomparable. For example, the 

same student is interested in art, naturally, a reading lesson is taken in elementary 

grades, stories presented in the textbook, excerpts from works can be shown not 

only by reading and speaking, but also by going to the board and fulfilling a role in 

that given story. Also Technology, music lessons are no exception. 

For example, the reader is able to make very beautiful things and objects, but 

he needs less attention, the strength that pulls them. In this regard, parents are 

equally interested in their child's studies, in their manners, if they seriously monitor 

the requirements of the school and the teacher to the student, advice and 

assignments. This is instrumental in the child's good education and discipline. 

They always serve as an example for a child. Therefore, children live in imitation 

with constant enthusiasm for the sake of similar to their parents. It is for this reason 

that parents are obliged to teach children all the time in every way.  

In order to direct elementary students to creativity, he and the student must 

also create, engage with teachers. 
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In education, first teach a craft, and then what the disciple invents at his own 

discretion-to work in a way that does not do it was a picture. It should be borne in 

mind that it is important to educate the creative creator-not only to master the 

knowledge known to science itself, but also to discover new knowledge at the heart 

of the knowledge gained.  

Currently, it is necessary to focus on obtaining new knowledge of the student 

by improving his intellectual level, creativity, inquisitiveness. According to data, 

children under the age of six have a talent potential of 40%. The reason is that at 

this age 70% of the knowledge that a person can acquire throughout his life is 

mastered. Various indicators can be considered when determining the level of 

potential of children of this age. Most often, the leading indicator is the degree to 

which the speech skill in them is developed. 

It is known that the formation of oral speech in a child begins from the age of 

1-3 years, initially, with the pronunciation of words belonging to the noun 

category, and later, words of the adjective and verb category. The achievement of 

Fluent oral speech skills is also characterized by the fact that in different children it 

is formed in different terms and has an individual nature. Once again, remembering 

that language and thinking are closely related, it is not difficult for us to understand 

how important it is for them to have fluent speech skills when working with 

talented students. Children from the youngest age tend to be creative, creative. 

In the educational process, the child's activity, the ability to create increases if 

the student's knowledge is directed towards creativity. Meaningful and purposeful 

orientation of children's free time will cause them to grow up creative in their 

profession in the future. Creativity, creativity in human activity in general is a very 

important process. The more creativity, creativity, the more rise in our country. Of 

course, there are many countries in the world, but in this world our unique native 

Uzbekistan is the only one. This beautiful and Holy Land is named after us, the 

feeling of preserving it must be Joe in the hearts of each of us. It is clear to all of us 

that in this regard, the upbringing of the younger generation with the future of the 

country is of paramount importance. The formation of the Uzbek method of 
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education, the correct orientation of our youth based on their talent, interest is one 

of the responsible tasks facing primary school teachers.  
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